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Abstract

Many workers hear about or obtain their jobs through friends and relatives. The aim of this

paper is twofold. First, we relate both individual and aggregate labor market outcomes to the

network structure of personal contacts. Second, we study strategic network formation. To this

purpose, we develop a model specifying at the individual level both the decision to form

contacts with other agents, and the process by which information about jobs is obtained and

transmitted. We show that equilibrium networks always exist and that only moderate levels of

network asymmetry can be sustained at equilibrium. Also, we establish a general non-

monotonicity result on information flow and unemployment with respect to network size in

symmetric networks.
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1. Introduction

It is widely known and documented that many workers obtain their jobs through
friends and relatives. A large number of studies, going back to [6] and [10] conclude
that about half of all jobs are filled through contacts.1 The aim of this paper is
twofold. First, we relate both individual and aggregate labor market outcomes to the
network structure of contacts. Second, we study strategic network formation.
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Our model specifies at the individual level both the decision to create links and the
process by which information about jobs is obtained and transmitted. Ex ante
identical players choose to form links with others. Links are costly and created by
mutual consent. When players become unemployed, links may provide access to job
offers the following way. Each player receives a job offer with some exogenous
probability. While unemployed players immediately take any such offer, employed
players pass it along to the unemployed players they are linked with, if any. Players
thus partly rely on their contacts to gather information about jobs.
We first show that the information inflow to any player is shaped by the network

structure of his direct and two-links-away contacts. Direct contacts are beneficial
whereas two-links-away contacts are detrimental. The net balance of these two
effects is very much dependent on the details of the network structure. In particular,
two networks with the same total number of links but different geometry may induce
different aggregate unemployment levels. Also, there is a general non-monotonicity
result on information flow and unemployment with respect to network size in
symmetric networks (where each player has the same number of links).
We then analyze the Nash equilibria of a non-cooperative game of network

formation, with the added requirement that any mutually beneficial link be formed
at equilibrium. When information can only flow up to one link away from the
sender, a simple geometric characterization of equilibrium networks is provided.
Equilibrium networks always exist. They are not unique and need not be symmetric,
but only moderate levels of asymmetry can arise. For instance, stars encompassing
‘too many’ players are excluded. In general, because of the payoff spillovers that
players (and their surrounding local networks) exert on each other, strategic link
formation leads to inefficient network structures.2 When information can flow
further away in the network, the analysis for the case n ¼ 4 shows that even small
stars can now arise at equilibrium.
Although the central role of personal contacts in labor markets has long been

recognized by sociologists and labor economists, there are few formal models that
analyze them. Following the intuitions in Granovetter’s [6] field study, Boorman [3]
first provides a model of the communication process among social contacts for job-
seeking purposes. This paper relates network geometry to communication processes
and takes up the issue of strategic network formation.3 A recent and flourishing new
strand of research on network formation, pioneered by Bala and Goyal [1] and
Jackson and Wolinsky [8], provides the adequate tools and methods for our
analysis.4
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2We measure network efficiency by considering the employment prospects arising in some network

relative to the network’s aggregate cost of creation.
3Our focus here is on the emerging structure of bilateral contacts in labor markets, the effectiveness of

the associated communication pattern and the corresponding aggregate unemployment. There are of

course other reasons for why networks of contacts are important in the labor market. For instance,

Montgomery [9] analyzes a hiring model with adverse selection where network contacts partially solve the

information asymmetry between the firms and the applicants.
4See [4] for further references and an overview of this literature.
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2. Job transmission on contact networks

Contact networks: N ¼ f1;y; ng is a set of players. Players are connected by a
network, modeled by a non-directed graph. Let gN be the complete graph. G ¼
fg j gDgNg is the set of graphs on N:
Let gAG and ijAg a link. The graph g is connected if there is a path in g connecting

all iaj; that is, if there exists fi0 ¼ i;y; im ¼ jgCN such that ik�1ikAg; mXkX1:
We denote by g þ ij (resp. g � ij) the network obtained by adding (resp. deleting) ij

to (resp. from) g: The set of i’s direct contacts is NiðgÞ ¼ f jai j ijAgg; of size niðgÞ:
The size of g is nðgÞ ¼

P
iAN niðgÞ=2: If niðgÞ ¼ n; for all iAN; g is a symmetric

network of degree n; denoted gðnÞ:
Job transmission: Initially, all players are employed. The labor market is subject to

the following turnover. First, players lose their job with breakdown probability
bAð0; 1Þ: Second, they receive a job offer with arrival probability aAð0; 1Þ:
Unemployed players immediately take any offer; employed players pass it along
to their unemployed direct contacts, if any, with uniform randomization.5,6 If an
unemployed player receives multiple job offers, all but one randomly selected offer
remain unfilled.
Let a ¼ að1� bÞ and b ¼ bð1� aÞ: An employed player has an extra job slot for

his contacts with probability a; and an unemployed player needs his contacts to find
a job with probability b:

Proposition 1. The probability that i gets a job through contacts is PiðgÞ ¼ 1�Q
jANiðgÞ qðn jðgÞÞ; where qðn jðgÞÞ ¼ 1� a1�ð1�bÞn j ðgÞ

bn jðgÞ is the probability that i does not

get a job from jANiðgÞ:

Proof. Assume that jANiðgÞ hears of a vacant job and does not need it. Player j

transmits this information to player i with conditional probability

Xn jðgÞ�1

k¼0

n jðgÞ � 1
k

� �
ð1� bÞn jðgÞ�1�k

bk

k þ 1 ¼ 1� ð1� bÞn jðgÞ

bn jðgÞ
:

Therefore, the probability that i does not get a job from j is 1�
a½1� ð1� bÞn jðgÞ�=bn jðgÞ: &
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5 Implicitly, we are thus assuming that job information is passed at the initiative of the informed and

employed contact, which is consistent with empirical findings: ‘‘For 57.9 percent of the individuals finding

their new job through contacts, the interaction during which job information was passed was, in fact,

initiated by the contact. In another 20.9 percent of the instances, the respondent contacted his friend,

asked him if he knew of anything, and was told about the job he subsequently took.’’ ([7, p. 33].
6Contrarily to [3] that makes a sharp distinction between strong and weak contacts—thus introducing a

priority ranking over contacts—, we assume here that pairwise links are all of the same kind, which

motivates this equal-treatment-of-neighbors assumption.
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The information inflow to player i is shaped by the structure of his direct and two-
links-away contacts. The other indirect contacts in the network do not affect this flow.

Remark 1. PiðgÞ increases with7 NiðgÞ and decreases with n jðgÞ; jANiðgÞ:

In other words, direct contacts are beneficial whereas two-links-away contacts are
detrimental. Direct contacts constitute information channels that increase individual
employment prospects. Two-links-away contacts are competitors for information
and harm these prospects.8

Consider a symmetric network gðnÞ; and let PðnÞ ¼ PiðgðnÞÞ; for all iAN:

Proposition 2. There exists %nX2 such that PðnÞ increases on %nXnX1 and decreases

on nX%n:

In other words, PðnÞ has a unique global maximum. The proof uses the fact that
DPðnÞ ¼ Pðnþ 1Þ � PðnÞ decreases on kXnX1; for some kX2: DPðnÞ accounts for
the effect of simultaneously adding one direct contact and 2nþ 1 two-links-away
contacts. When nX%n; the joint negative effect of 2nþ 1 two-links-away contacts
overwhelms the isolated positive effect of one direct contact.

Aggregate unemployment: Let gAG: ðP1ðgÞ;y;PnðgÞÞ determines how job
information flows through personal contacts and, ultimately, the resulting
unemployment rate, denoted by uðgÞ:

Proposition 3. The unemployment rate is uðgÞ ¼ b½1�
P

iAN PiðgÞ=n�:

Networks that mediate job information fluently are such that the aggregate
probability

P
iAN PiðgÞ of finding a job through contacts is high. These networks

result in low unemployment uðgÞ: Proposition 2 implies that uðgðnÞÞ decreases with n
on %nXnX1 and increases on nX%n: Therefore, the size of a network affects the
unemployment rate.9 Remark 1 suggests that the geometry of the network also
matters. The following example illustrates this point.

Example 1. Let N ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4g; gI and gII; with nðgIÞ ¼ nðgIIÞ ¼ 4 but different
geometries:

1

2 3

4
gI

1

2 3

4
gII
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7For the inclusion ordering on sets.
8 Indeed, when some direct contact j of player i becomes better connected, j’s information is shared

among a bigger group of players. The information i could have acceded privately to is more likely to reach

someone else instead.
9 It is readily checked that nðgðnÞÞ ¼ nn=2: Therefore, the size of a symmetric network is proportional to

its degree n:
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The patterns of information transmission differ across networks. By Remark 1,
P1ðgIÞ4P1ðgIIÞ; P3ðgIÞoP3ðgIIÞ and P4ðgIÞ4P4ðgIIÞ: Unemployment rates also
differ. Here, uðgIIÞ4uðgIÞ:10

3. Equilibrium networks

3.1. The non-cooperative game of network formation

Players and strategies: Players individually announce all the links they wish to
form. For all i; jAN; si;j ¼ 1 if i wants to link with j; and si;j ¼ 0 otherwise. By
convention, si;i ¼ 0: A strategy of player i is si ¼ ðsi;1;y; si;nÞ; and Si ¼ f0; 1gn�1 is
the set of strategies available to i: The link ij is created if and only if si;js j;i ¼ 1: Links
are thus created by mutual consent.
A strategy profile s ¼ ðs1;y; snÞ induces a non-directed graph gðsÞ: We omit s in

the sequel.
Individual payoffs: By assumption, all jobs are identical. Wages are exogenous and

we set w ¼ 1: The assumption of identical jobs is consistent with our model of
information transmission. Indeed, search for information can have either an
extensive or an intensive margin.11 Search at the intensive margin consists on getting
additional information about an offer already received, while search at the extensive
margin consists on broadening the access to highly standardized information. By
creating links connections, players here simply increase their access to job offers
(extensive margin).
Each link ij results in a cost c40 to both i and j; equal across players.12

Let gAG: The expected net payoff YiðgÞ of player i is

YiðgÞ ¼ ð1� bÞ|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
i keeps job

þb a|{z}
market

þð1� aÞPiðgÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
contact

2
4

3
5

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
i fired and reemployed

�cniðgÞ:

With some algebra, YiðgÞ ¼ 1� b
Q

jANiðgÞ qðn jðgÞÞ � cniðgÞ:
The equilibrium concept: A strategy profile s� ¼ ðs�1;y; s�nÞ is a Nash equilibrium of

the network formation game if and only if Yiðgðs�i ; s��iÞÞXYiðgðsi; s��iÞÞ; for all siASi;
iAN: Nash equilibrium is too weak an equilibrium concept. Indeed, the empty
network is always a Nash equilibrium.13 Following [5], we refine Nash equilibrium
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10 Indeed,
P

iAN PiðgIÞ4
P

iAN PiðgIIÞ (see Claim 1) and Proposition 3 then implies that uðgIÞouðgIIÞ:
11This idea is developed in [10].
12Given our normalization for the wage value, w ¼ 1; the per capita cost of a link c is termed here in

wage units, and has to be interpreted as the ratio of the monetary cost of a link to the wage level.
13When nobody announces any link.
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building upon the pairwise stability concept in [8]. We require that any mutually
beneficial link be formed at equilibrium.14

Definition 1. gAG is a pairwise-equilibrium network if and only if there is a Nash
equilibrium strategy profile which supports g and, for all ijeg; Yiðg þ ijÞ4YiðgÞ
implies Y jðgÞ4Y jðg þ ijÞ:

Pairwise-equilibrium networks are such that no player gains by altering the current
configuration of links, neither by adding a new link nor by eliminating any subset of
the existing links.

3.2. Equilibrium networks

Lemma 1. Let j�ðiÞ ¼ arg maxfn jðgÞ j jANiðgÞg: If YiðgÞXYiðg � ij�ðiÞÞ; then

YiðgÞXYiðg � ij1?� ijcÞ; for all j1;y; jcANiðgÞ:

In other words, if a player does not benefit from severing the link with his most

connected direct contact, then he does not gain from cutting any link or group of
links simultaneously. Therefore, a network is a pairwise-equilibrium if and only one-
link deviations are not profitable.15

Proposition 4. If c4ab; the empty graph is the only pairwise-equilibrium network.

Suppose that abXc: A network gAG; ga|; is a pairwise-equilibrium network if and

only if both:

(a) minijAg fPiðgÞ � Piðg � ijÞgXc=b;
(b) Piðg þ ijÞ � PiðgÞ4c=b implies c=b4P jðg þ ijÞ � P jðgÞ; for all ijeg:

Equilibrium networks are non-empty if the net value of a first link, ab� c; is non-
negative.
Note that YiðgÞ � Yiðg � ijÞ ¼ b½PiðgÞ � Piðg � ijÞ�: Condition (a) is an individual

rationality constraint. It states that any existing link is necessarily worth its cost for
the two involved players. Condition (b) reflects lack of mutual consent between any
two players not directly linked at equilibrium. Both conditions characterize pairwise-
equilibrium networks geometrically, only in terms of the number of links adjacent to
the nodes of a graph.
We provide a direct characterization for symmetric equilibrium networks. Recall

that qðnÞ is the probability of not hearing of a job from some contact with n direct
connections. Denote by cmaxðnÞ ¼ bqðnÞn�1½1� qðnÞ� the current individual per-link
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14By definition, a network is pairwise stable if no player gains by unilaterally severing one existing link,

and no pair of players gain by forming a new link.
15With our payoffs, the set of pairwise-equilibrium networks thus coincides with the set of pairwise

stable networks.
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reward and by cminðnÞ ¼ bqðnÞn½1� qðnþ 1Þ� the individual marginal benefit from an
extra link.

Corollary 1. For all n � 2XnX1; gðnÞ is a pairwise-equilibrium network if and only if

cmaxðvÞXc4cminðnÞ; and gðn � 1Þ ¼ gN is a pairwise-equilibrium network if and only

if cmaxðn � 1ÞXc:

The geometry of pairwise-equilibrium networks: For all n � 2XnX1; cmaxðnþ
1Þ4cminðnÞ: Therefore, the cost ranges for which gðnÞ and gðnþ 1Þ arise at
equilibrium overlap. Moreover, for identical parameter values, both symmetric
and asymmetric networks may arise.
The following result identifies a particular feature of asymmetric equilibrium

networks. We say that ijAg is a loose-end if either niðgÞ ¼ 1 or n jðgÞ ¼ 1: When a
loose-end is cut, (at least) one player gets completely disconnected. Let
m�ða; bÞ ¼ arg maxfmANj1� qðmÞ4qðmÞ½1� qð2Þ�g:16

Remark 2. Let jAarg maxfnkðgÞ j kANg: If ijAg is a loose-end and n jðgÞ4nkðgÞ; for
some kAN jðgÞ; kai; then m�ða; bÞXn jðgÞ:

The proof amounts to check that, when j is willing to invest in at least m� þ 1
connections then, necessarily, any loose-end appended to j and any other of j’s direct
contacts mutually consent to link each other. Remark 2 implies that stars
encompassing mXm� þ 1 players are ruled out at equilibrium.17 More generally,
this result rules out too asymmetric equilibrium networks and simplifies their
characterization, as illustrated below.

Example 2. Let N ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4g: There are six different connected network
architectures on N:

1

2 3

4
gIV

1

2 3

4
gV

 1

2 3

4
gVI

1

2 3

4
gI

1

2 3

4
gII

1

2 3

4
gIII
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16Given that qðmÞ is an increasing function of m and that limm-N qðmÞ ¼ 1; the existence of m�ða; bÞ is
always guaranteed. Given that qðmÞ depends on a and b; so does m�ða; bÞ: Also, it is readily checked that
m�ða; bÞX1; for all a; bAð0; 1Þ: Suppose not. Then, qð1Þ½1� qð2Þ�X1� qð1Þ; which implies that qð1Þ½1�
qð1Þ�X1� qð1Þ; impossible as 14qð1Þ40:
17A network gAG is a star if ga| and there exists iAN such that, if jkAg; then either j ¼ i or k ¼ i:
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Suppose that a ¼ b ¼ 1
2: Then, m� ¼ 2: By Remark 2, gII and gVI are never

equilibrium networks. Suppose that gIV is an equilibrium network. Then, 1 does not
gain by cutting 13, that is, cminð2Þ4c; nor does 2 benefit from creating 24, that is,
cXcmaxð3Þ; impossible as cmaxð3Þ4cminð2Þ: Similarly, gV being an equilibrium
network implies both cminð1Þ4c and cXcmaxð2Þ; which is impossible. The only
equilibrium networks are gI and gIII: Suppose that a ¼ 1

2
and b ¼ 1

4
: Now m� ¼ 4; and

the only equilibrium networks are gI; gII and gIII:
18

Proposition 5. Pairwise-equilibrium networks always exist.

Existence is established in two steps. First, there always exists one n� satisfying the
conditions of Corollary 1. Second, we check that a geometric pattern of links
constituting an equilibrium network can always be constructed with such a n�:19

4. Discussion

Pairwise-equilibrium networks and efficiency: We first define a welfare measure.

Definition 2. The welfare measure of gAG is WðgÞ ¼
P

iANYiðgÞ ¼ ½1� uðgÞ�n �
2cnðgÞ:

Pairwise-equilibrium networks are generally inefficient, for three different reasons.
First, externalities. When i and j link each other, they exert a negative externality

to their direct contacts. Individual incentives to form contacts may thus sometimes
be excessive in relation to what is socially desirable. For low values of the per-link
cost, at equilibrium, the degree n in Corollary 1 lies above the threshold %n in
Proposition 2, where unemployment increases with network size. Pairwise-
equilibrium networks are then over-connected from an efficient viewpoint.
Second, the distribution of the joint link gains to the linked players. Players i and j

pay the same fixed cost c for ij; but the individual marginal returns from ij depend on
i and j’s shape of contacts. If i and j hold very asymmetric positions in the network, ij

may well have a total positive net value, that is, Yiðg þ ijÞ þ Y jðg þ ijÞ4YiðgÞ þ
Y jðgÞ; while some player gets a negative return from it, for instance, YiðgÞ4Yiðg þ
ijÞ: Absent mutual consent, ij is not formed although socially desirable. Pairwise-
equilibrium networks are then under-connected from an efficient viewpoint. The
following remark provides an example.

ARTICLE IN PRESS

18When a ¼ b ¼ 1
2
; gI and gIII are equilibrium networks for the cost ranges ð0:0241; 0:0381� and

½0; 0:0266�; respectively. When a ¼ 1
2
and b ¼ 1

4
; gI; gII and gIII are equilibrium networks for the cost ranges

ð0:0163; 0:0276�; ð0:0196; 0:0197�; and ½0; 0:0183�; respectively.
19 If n or n� are even, we can always connect the n players such that they all have n� direct contacts.

Otherwise, we can connect the n players such that all but one have n� direct contacts, the remaining player
having only n� � 1 direct contacts. In each case, the graph obtained is a pairwise-equilibrium network.
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Remark 3. There exists %c4
%
c such that separate pairs, gpairs; are the only pairwise-

equilibrium networks when %cXc4
%
c while efficient networks have at least nðgpairsÞ þ 1

links in the same cost range when n is odd.

Third, the network geometry. Individual payoffs are shaped by the network
geometry, and two networks of identical size but different geometry may lead to
different values for W : In Example 1, gI and gII have the same aggregate cost of link
formation, as nðgIÞ ¼ nðgIIÞ: Yet, uðgIIÞ4uðgIÞ: Therefore, WðgIÞ4WðgIIÞ: Note
that Example 2 shows that both networks may arise at equilibrium for a certain cost
range and values for a and b: Note also that gI can easily be obtained from gII by a
simple rewiring procedure (cut 13 and create 14). Therefore, rewiring may act as a
welfare-enhancing redistribution scheme.

Pairwise-equilibrium networks and unemployment: We now focus on information
flows. Adding a link has a positive effect on the newly connected players but a
negative effect on two-links-away contacts. The global effect on unemployment
depends on the balance between these two opposite effects.
It is readily checked thatWðg þ ijÞ4WðgÞ implies that uðgÞ4uðg þ ijÞ: Therefore,

when link addition is welfare enhancing, it reduces unemployment. Yet, link addition
may sometimes increase unemployment (and decrease welfare).

Remark 4. Suppose that n4%nþ 1:20 There exists gAG and ijeg such that uðg þ
ijÞ4uðgÞ:

The proof is constructive. We find two nested networks geCg� such that g� (resp.
ge) is an equilibrium (resp. efficient) network for the same value of c; and
uðg�Þ4uðgeÞ: The results then follow as g� is obtained from ge by a finite iterative
addition of one link.

Extensions: So far, information can only flow from employed to unemployed
workers. We now allow for employed-to-employed flows, with two restrictions. First,
information goes to an employed contact only when no direct contacts are
unemployed. Second, we just allow for one such relay.21 We assume that information
is lost during relays with probability 1X1� dX0:
The geodesic distance dijðgÞ is the length of the shortest path between i and j on g:

For all iAN; jANiðgÞ and n jðgÞ � 1XcX0; let

fijðg; cÞ ¼
n jðgÞ � 1

c

� �
þ dð1� aÞ

X
SCN j ðgÞ\fig

jSj¼n j ðgÞ�1�c

X
kAS;dikðgÞ¼2

ð1� bÞnkðgÞ�1

nkðgÞ
:
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20Recall that %n is equal to the highest integer smaller or equal than the unique solution to P0ðxÞ ¼ 0;
when P is extended to ½1;þNÞ: Therefore, %n only depends on a and b; and is independent of n:
21 Information transmission with at most one relay already accounts for 84.4% of all the cases

encountered in Granovetter’s [7] field study: ‘‘Chains of length [one] accounted for 39.1 percent of the

cases; 45.3 percent had length [two]’’ (p. 57).
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Suppose that cþ 1 direct contacts of player j (including i) are unemployed. The
probability that j is employed and informed about some vacancy that could
ultimately reach i is afijðg; cÞ: This expression accounts for possible relays from the
n jðgÞ � 1� c employed contacts of j: When all direct contacts of j are unemployed,

this probability is simply a:

Proposition 6. The probability that i gets a job through contacts is Pþ
i ðgÞ ¼ 1�Q

jANiðgÞ qijðgÞ; where qijðgÞ ¼ 1� a
Pn jðgÞ�1

c¼0 fijðg; cÞ
ð1� bÞn jðgÞ�1�c

bc

cþ 1 ; for all iAN;

jANiðgÞ:

We have, Pþ
i ðgÞXPiðgÞ; with strict inequality if i has at least one two-links-away

contact and da0: Information relays thus amplify information inflows. The
information inflow to any player is shaped by the structure of his direct, two and
three-links-away contacts. As before, direct contacts are beneficial. Three-links-away
contacts are detrimental, since they are competitors for the information held by two-
links-away contacts (which can now be acceded).22 Two-links-away contacts are
both beneficial and detrimental. Indeed, they constitute valuable sources of relayed
information but they simultaneously exert an information-sharing constraint. The
net effect depends on the situation considered.
When relays are permitted, a geometric characterization of pairwise-equilibrium

networks in the spirit of Proposition 2 remains possible. More interestingly, allowing
for relays modifies the geometry of equilibrium networks, as illustrated below.

Example 3. Let n ¼ 4 and a ¼ b ¼ 1
2
: The pairwise-equilibrium networks are the

following:

When d�4 d; the only equilibrium networks are gI and gIII (the case d ¼ 0 is
uncovered in Example 2). When dXd�; gVI also emerges at equilibrium. Indeed,
when d is high, indirect communication between peripheral players is effective

ARTICLE IN PRESS

22Formally, Pþ
i ðgÞ increases with NiðgÞ (for the inclusion ordering on sets) and with nkðgÞ; where

dikðgÞ ¼ 2:
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enough so that direct links with each other are not worth their cost, and stars can be
sustained at equilibrium.

Information relays also have implications for network efficiency, as illustrated
below:

transitive triad intransitive triad
i ik k

j j

When information relays are permitted, any player accedes the information held by
any other player in both triads.23 Transitive triads, though, are more costly to create
than intransitive ones. When the per-link cost c is high enough, a third link is
redundant and transitive triads are inefficient.24

Assume, more generally, that information can be relayed with no restrictions.
Now, chains of contacts of arbitrary length provide access to job information in
distant parts of the social setting. As before, when c is high, cycles have one
redundant link. Efficient networks are thus minimally connected.25 Also, when da1;
intermediate links in a chain of contacts add frictions. Efficient networks should thus
also minimize geodesic distances. Stars are the only minimally connected networks
which minimize geodesic distances.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, ex ante identical players choose to form links with others so as to
access valuable information the latter may possess. When information cannot travel
further away than one link from the initial recipient, only moderate levels of network
asymmetry can emerge at equilibrium. When information can flow further away in
the network, the case n ¼ 4 suggests that equilibrium network geometries need not
follow simple patterns and may be highly asymmetric.26
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23Sociologists roughly distinguish between two types of network connections, strong and weak ties,

depending on their transitivity properties. Strong ties (with close friends) are transitive and constitute

cohesive subgroups whose members are densely tied to each other. Weak ties (with acquaintances) are

intransitive and constitute far-reaching and open-ended networks that penetrate the social boundaries

impermeable to stronger ties. Weak and strong ties play different roles in communication processes:

‘‘whatever is to be diffused can reach a larger number of people, and traverse greater social distance (i.e.

path length), when passed through weak ties rather than strong ties’’ [6, p. 1366].
24Let

%
c ¼ að1� b=2Þ � a2ð1� b=2Þ2: If information relays are permitted, transitive triads are inefficient

whenever cX
%
c � að1� aÞð1� bÞ: When,

%
cXcX

%
c � að1� aÞð1� bÞ; transitive triads are efficient if

information relays are not permitted.
25A cycle is a path fi0;y; img; mX1 such that i0 ¼ im: A graph g is minimally connected if g is connected

but g � ij is not, for all ijAg:
26Goyal and Joshi [5] provide a neat characterization of equilibrium network architectures for a broad

class of payoff functions with network spillovers. Yet, they already acknowledge that ascertaining the

nature of equilibrium geometries for certain classes of network spillovers, like those encountered in our

model, need not always be a possible task. On the contrary, the informal discussion below suggests that the
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The general model of information transmission is reminiscent of the two-way flow
model with decay in [1] and the connection model in [8], with a crucial difference.
Here, frictions do not only depend on the length of the shortest path between the
initial sender and the final receiver. Rather, frictions are tailored to the details of the
network geometry (links’ ramifications) encountered along this path. This is so
because, contrarily to previous models, our payoff function (build on the network)
reflects rivalry in the access through network links to the resources held by distant
players in the network. As a result, both the sign and the intensity of the payoff
spillovers that players exert on each other are very much dependent on the details of
the network geometry surrounding those players. Given that the information flows
associated with two different chains of contacts of identical length but different
topologies are generally different, the entire network structure has to be considered
when specifying best responses. This constitutes a major obstacle to a more general
analysis.

6. Proofs

Proof of Remark 1. The function gðxÞ ¼ ð1� bÞx is strictly convex for x41:
Therefore,

gðxÞ � gð0Þ
x � 0 ¼ ð1� bÞx � 1

x

increases on ½1;þNÞ; implying that q increases. Also, qð1Þ ¼ 1� a and
limn-þNqðnÞ ¼ 1: &

Claim 1.
P

iANPi ðgIÞ4
P

iANPi ðgIIÞ

Proof.
P

iAN PiðgIÞ ¼ 4ð1� qð2Þ2Þ and
P

iANPi ðgIIÞ ¼ 4� qð3Þ � 2qð2Þqð3Þ �
qð1Þqð3Þ2: We are left to prove that qð3Þ½1þ 2qð2Þ þ qð1Þqð3Þ�44qð2Þ2: We have
qð3Þ ¼ 1� að1� b þ b2=3Þ41� að1� 2b=3Þ; and qð3Þ4qð2Þ: It suffices to show
that 1þ 2qð2Þ þ qð1Þ½1� að1� 2b=3Þ�44qð2Þ: With some algebra, this is equivalent
to aþ ð1� aÞ2b=340; which is true. &

Proof of Proposition 2. For all xX1; let QðxÞ ¼ ½qðxÞ�x: We show that Q decreases
on ½1; %x� and increases on ½ %x;þNÞ; for some uniquely defined %x; and is strictly convex
on ½1;K �; for some K4 %x: Then, %n ¼ maxf½1; %x�-N�g and k ¼ maxf½1;K �-N�g:
We have Q0ðxÞ ¼ FðxÞQðxÞ; where FðxÞ ¼ ln qðxÞ þ xq0ðxÞ=qðxÞ:
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(footnote continued)

geometry of efficient networks could be narrowed down to stars, at least for some parameter values. Note

that stars are already identified as the unique efficient networks (for some parameters’ values) in [1,

Propositions 4.3 and 5.5] and in [8, Proposition 1].
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Step 1. We show that 04Q0ð1Þ: With some algebra, Fð1Þ ¼ að1� aÞrbðaÞ; where

rbðaÞ ¼ að1� bÞ 1þ ð1� bÞlnð1� bÞ
b

� �
þ ½1� að1� bÞ�ln½1� að1� bÞ�:

We show that 04rbðaÞ; for all a; bAð0; 1Þ: Fix bAð0; 1Þ: r00bðaÞ ¼ ð1� bÞ2=½1� að1�
bÞ�40: Therefore, r0b increases on ð0; 1Þ with supremum r0bð1Þ ¼ ð1� bÞ½ð1�
bÞlnð1� bÞ � b ln b�=b It is straightforward to see that gðxÞ ¼ ð1� xÞlnð1� xÞ
�x ln x takes positive values on ð0; 1

2
Þ and negative values on ð1

2
; 1Þ: If bX1

2
;

0Xr0bð1Þ and rb decreases on ð0; 1Þ: As rbð0Þ ¼ 0; 04rbðaÞ; for all aAð0; 1Þ: If 1
2
4b;

r0bð1Þ40: As 04r0bð0Þ; there exists some a�
bAð0; 1Þ such that rb decreases on

ð0; a�
bÞ and increases on ða�

b; 1Þ: We show that 04rbð1Þ ¼ b ln b þ ð1� bÞ½1þ
ð1� bÞlnð1� bÞ=b�: As ð1� bÞlnð1� bÞ4b ln b when 1

2
4b; ½b þ lnð1� bÞ�ð1� bÞ=

b4rbð1Þ: It is easy to check that hðxÞ ¼ x þ lnð1� xÞ is negative on ð0; 1Þ:
Step 2. It is easy to check that FðxÞBx-þNða=bxÞ2; and Q0ðxÞ40 for high values

of x:
Step 3. We show that 0XQ0 implies that Q0040: We have limx-þN FðxÞ ¼ 0:

Hence, 0XF0 implies F40: Reciprocally, 0XF implies F040; which in turn implies
Q0040: But 0XF is equivalent to 0XQ0:

Step 4. Steps 1 and 2 imply that Q0ðxÞ ¼ 0 for some %x41: Step 3 implies that
Q00ð %xÞ40; and %x is uniquely defined. By continuity, Q is strictly convex on ½1;K �; for
some K4%n: &

Claim 2. Let 1XxiX0; iAf1;y; cg: Then, 1�
Q

iAf1;ycg xiX
Pc

i¼1 ð1�
xiÞ

Q
jAf1;ycg;jai x j:

Proof. The claim is trivially satisfied for c ¼ 2: Suppose that it holds at cX2: We
establish it for cþ 1: Let x0

1 ¼
Q

iAf1;ycg xi and x0
2 ¼ xcþ1: The inequality applied to

these two values gives

1�
Y

iAf1;y;cg
xi

0
@

1
Axcþ1X 1�

Y
iAf1;y;cg

xi

0
@

1
Axcþ1 þ 1� xcþ1ð Þ

Y
iAf1;y;cg

xi:

Using the inequality at c; we can conclude. &

Proof of Lemma 1. Let j�ðiÞ ¼ arg maxfn jðgÞ j jANiðgÞg: Let jANiðgÞ: Remark 1
implies that Yiðg � ij�ðiÞÞXYiðg � ijÞ: Therefore, YiðgÞXYiðg � ij�ðiÞÞ implies
YiðgÞXYiðg � ijÞ: Let j1;y; jcANiðgÞ: We prove that

YiðgÞ � Yiðg � ij1 �?� ijcÞX
X

pAf1;y;cg
½YiðgÞ � Yiðg � ijpÞ�; ð1Þ
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and the result follows. We have

YiðgÞ � Yiðg � ij1 �?� ijcÞ ¼ b 1�
Y

pAf1;y;cg
qðn jpðgÞÞ

2
4

3
5 Y

kANiðgÞ
kefj1 ;y;jcg

qðnkðgÞÞ � cc:

Therefore, (1) is equivalent to

1�
Y

pAf1;y;cg
qðn jpðgÞÞX

Xc
p¼1

½1� qðn jpðgÞÞ�
Y

qAf1;y;cg;qap

qðn jqðgÞÞ;

which is true by Claim 2. &

Proof of Remark 2. Let m�ða; bÞ ¼ arg max fmAN j 1� qðmÞ4qðmÞ½1� qð2Þ�g:
Note that m�ða; bÞX1: Let g be a pairwise-equilibrium network, ijAg such that
niðgÞ ¼ 1 and jAarg max fnkðgÞ j kANg: Suppose that n jðgÞ4m�ða; bÞ: Then,
qðn jðgÞÞ½1� qð2Þ�X1� qðn jðgÞÞ: Let lAN jðgÞ; lai: At equilibrium, player l is

compensated by the link lj; that is,

b
Y

kANlðgÞ;kaj

qðnkðgÞÞ½1� qðn jðgÞÞ�Xc:

Suppose first that nlðgÞ ¼ 1: Then, i and l hold symmetric positions in the network,
and il should be formed at equilibrium, which is a contradiction. Suppose now that
nlðgÞX2: Combining the previous inequality and the fact that n jðgÞ4m�ða; bÞ
implies that

b
Y

kANl ðgÞ;kaj

qðnkðgÞÞqðn jðgÞÞ½1� qð2Þ�Xc;

that is, il is worth its cost to l: Given that ileg; necessarily il is not worth its cost to i;
that is,

c4bqðn jðgÞÞ½1� qðnlðgÞ þ 1Þ�:

Suppose first that n jðgÞ4nlðgÞ: Then

c4bqðn jðgÞÞ½1� qðnlðgÞ þ 1Þ�Xb
Y

kANlðgÞ;kaj

qðnkðgÞÞ 1� qðn jðgÞÞ
� �

Xc;

which is a contradiction. &

Proof of Proposition 5. We first show that for all abXc; there always exist some
nAN� such that cmaxðnÞXc4cminðnÞ: First, both cmin and cmax extended to ½1;þNÞ
are continuous. Second, cmaxð1Þ ¼ ab and limx-þN cmaxðxÞ ¼ 0: Finally,
cmaxðxÞ4cminðxÞ; for all xX1: Therefore, if abXc; there exists some n0 such that
cmaxðn0ÞXc4cminðn0Þ: Denote by n� the smallest of such n0: If n � 2Xn�; the
conditions of Corollary 1 hold. If n�Xn � 1; necessarily bqðn � 1Þn�2½1� qðn �
1Þ�Xc: Otherwise, we can find n�4n0 satisfying the inequalities, which is a
contradiction. Therefore, the conditions of Corollary 1 also hold. The existence of
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a geometric pattern of links constituting a pairwise-equilibrium network follows
from the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (Erdös and Gallai). 27 Let d1Xd2X?Xdn a sequence of n integers such

that
P
1pipn di is even. The two following conditions are equivalent: (a) (gAG such that

niðgÞ ¼ di; 8iAN; (b)
P
1pipk dipkðk � 1Þ þ

P
kþ1pjpn minfk; d jg; 81pkpn:

Claim 3.1. 1� qð2Þ4qð1Þ½1� qð1Þ�:

Proof. The inequality is equivalent to 1� að1� b=2Þ4að1� aÞ; implied by the fact
that 1� að1� b=2Þ41� a and 14a40: &

Proof of Remark 3. Separate pairs, gpairs;
28 is a pairwise-equilibrium network

whenever (a) players prefer to be in pairs than isolated, and (b) there are no mutual
gains from additional links. Condition (a) is equivalent to b½1� qð1Þ�Xc: We
establish (b). We have, Y jðfij; jkgÞ4Y jðf jkgÞ equivalent to bqð1Þ½1� qð1Þ�4c; and

Yiðfij; jkgÞ4Yiðf jkgÞ equivalent to b½1� qð2Þ�4c:With Claim 3, (b) is equivalent to

b½1� qð2Þ�Xc4bqð1Þ½1� qð1Þ�: ð2Þ

Given that qð2Þ4qð1Þ; (a) is implied by (b), and gpairs is the only pairwise-

equilibrium network whenever (2) holds. Suppose that n is odd. Then, gpairs contains

an isolated player, k: Let ijAg: If Wðgpairs þ ikÞ4WðgpairsÞ; then gpairs is inefficient.

This is equivalent to Yiðfij; ikgÞ þ 2Y jðfij; ikgÞ42YiðfijgÞ3c4ce
pairs; where ce

pairs ¼
1=2þ b½2qð1Þ � 2qð2Þ � qð1Þ2�=2: The reader can check that ce

pairs satisfies (2) with

strict inequalities. &

Claim 4. For all abXc; there exists a unique ne such that symmetric networks of size ne

are efficient. Moreover, ne is a non-increasing function of c and neð0Þ ¼ %n:29

Proof. The welfare measure of gðnÞ is WðnÞ=n ¼ ð1� bÞ þ bPðnÞ � cn: Proposition 2
implies that W extended to ½1;þNÞ is strictly concave on ½1;KÞ and decreases on
½K ;þNÞ: The efficient network size ne is thus equal to (the highest integer smaller or
equal than) the unique solution to W 0ðxÞ ¼ 03bP0ðxÞ ¼ c: Recall that %n is given by
(the highest integer smaller or equal than) the solution to P0ðxÞ ¼ 0: Therefore,
%nXne: Note also that P0 decreases on ½1;KÞ: Therefore, xe is a decreasing function of
c; implying that ne is a non-increasing function of c: Finally, when c-0; P0ðxeÞ-0;
implying that neð0Þ ¼ %n: &
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27See [2].
28We identify the class of all networks constituted by separate pairs by any of such networks, denoted

by gpairs:
29Here again (as in Proposition 5), there does not always exist a pattern of links connecting players such

that they all have exactly ne direct contacts. In some cases, we can only construct an almost-symmetric

efficient network where all players but one have ne direct contacts, whereas one player holds only ne � 1
direct links.
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Proof of Proposition 4. Let c ¼ 0: By Corollary 1, gN is a pairwise-equilibrium
network. Let ge be an efficient symmetric network. By Claim 4, ge has exactly %n links.
Suppose that n � 14%n: Then, by Propositions 2 and 3, uðgNÞ4uðgeÞ: Let fg0;y; gpg;
pX1 be a sequence of adjacent networks such that, for all p � 1XkX0;

gkCgkþ1; g0 ¼ ge; and gp ¼ gN : Suppose that for all gAG; ijeg; uðgÞXuðg þ ijÞ:
Then, for all p � 1XkX0; uðgkÞXuðgkþ1Þ; implying that uðgeÞXuðgNÞ; which is a
contradiction. &
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